Abstract
13 1. Introduction

14
Systematic patterns in the connections received by, 15 and the resulting arrangements of, cortical cells, abound 16 in early visual [26, 27] , auditory [46] , and somatosensory 17 [65] neocortex, and many other structures (e.g. the 18 thalamus, [52] ). V1 cells, for instance, may be selective to 19 at least least location on the retina, ocularity (favoring 20 input from one eye over the other), and orientation, 21 spatial frequency, direction and speed of movement of 22 bars or gratings. Cells with differing selectivities are laid 23 out in two-dimensional cortex in a labyrinthine manner 24 [28] . These regularities, and ideas about the course of 25 their development, have been the subject of a wealth of 26 computational modelling (see [14, 35, 53] for some recent 27 reviews). 28 Two selectivities that have been best characterised in 29 this way are ocularity and orientation. Fig. 1 shows the 30 result of an optical imaging experiment that investigated 31 how they are arranged across a region of the primary 32 visual cortex of a macaque monkey [13, 41] . The thick 33 lines show the boundaries of the ocular dominance 34 stripes, showing a part of a characteristic fingerprint-like 35 pattern. The thin lines show iso-orientation contours, 36 i.e. locations where the preferred orientations are 37 roughly constant. These indicate, by the regions they 38 enclose, that whole neighborhoods of cells favor similar 39 orientations, and show how these neighborhoods are 40 arranged with respect to each other and with respect to 41 the ocular dominance stripes. Large scale order is evi-42 dent, as in the singularities in the orientation map (called 43 pinwheels), where the patches for all orientations meet, 44 and which tend to occur near the centers of ocular 45 dominance stripes, and as in the linear zones, where the 46 iso-orientation domains run parallel to each other, and 47 which tend to occur at, and to run perpendicular to, the 48 boundaries of the ocular dominance stripes. These 49 relationships between orientation and ocular dominance 50 concern local order; the maps are also known in some 51 species such as macaques to have more global order, in 52 the sense that the two-dimensional power spectra of the 53 patterns of each across extended patches of cortex are 54 elliptical, and the major axes of the ellipses for ocular 55 dominance and orientation are orthogonal to each other 56 [2, 41] . 57 Abstractly, both the selectivities of individual cells 58 generated by their synaptic inputs, and the manner in 59 which these cells are laid out over cortex can be char-60 acterised in terms of patterns. Cortical cells with similar 61 selectivities tend to be nearby, and, conversely, nearby 62 cortical cells have similar selectivities. However, making 63 this absolutely true is impossible, since cells are arranged 64 on an essentially two-dimensional cortical sheet, but are 65 selective in many more dimensions. Actual cortical maps 66 show regularities as to how these two general rules are 67 violated, and it is these regularities that models of the 68 selectivity maps must capture. Some of the regularities 69 arise from basic mathematical facts. For instance, it is 70 impossible to have a continuous map between spaces 102 and preserve the regular receptive fields of individual 103 cells, and the patterns of arrangement of multiple cells, 104 such as ocular dominance stripes (see [66] ). However, 105 although activity-dependent development has been a 106 particularly seductive target for modelling because it fits 107 so well with the extensive study of synaptic learning 108 rules, it is likely that a large majority of neural devel-109 opmental processes are unaffected by activity, and there 110 is an active experimental debate about the true extent of 111 activity-dependence, even for such complex maps as the 112 orientation map (e.g. [4, 29, 50] ). 113 Note that there is no necessary equivalence between 114 activity-dependence and environmental influence or vi-115 sual experience--the patterns of activity that drive 116 adaptation (perhaps, for instance, waves of activity 117 moving slowly across the retinas of ferrets during early 118 development, [64] ) can be created by internal mecha-119 nisms and reflect any external milieu only indirectly. 120 Further, very different biophysical mechanisms, even 121 ones that do not involve activity-dependent synaptic 122 plasticity at all, can be characterised mathematically as 123 forming patterns in rather similar ways [61] . 124 Finally, experimental data on the formation of these 125 maps are currently in considerable flux, significantly 126 outpacing most of the models. For instance, such critical 127 factors as the extent to which the development of the 128 pattern of orientation selectivity precedes the develop-129 ment of the pattern of ocular dominance (see Erwin and 130 Miller, 1998) , and the relative degrees of innervation of 131 contra-lateral and ipsi-lateral projections during the 132 formation of ocular dominance stripes [5] shows an example arbor function; Fig. 3(B) Fig. 3 (Fig. 3(A) ) which specifies the basic 211 topography of the map at the time that the pattern of 212 synaptic growth is being established. The arbor function 213 is typically considered to be the product of activity-214 independent axonal targetting mechanisms, the molec-215 ular basis of which is under intense experimental and 216 theoretical investigation [15, 18, 21, 56] The second component of the competitive Hebbian 232 model is the nature of the input activity during devel-233 opment. There is evidence about waves of activity 234 moving across the retinae over development [64] and 235 even about aspects of the activity in the visual thalamus 236 (e.g. [34, 58] ; however this is far from a full characteri-237 sation. For simplicity, we ignore most details (for 238 example, the known differences between ON-center and 239 OFF-center inputs) and consider highly spatially sim-240 plified input activities at locationb in the left (u 
246 where n 2 ½0; 1Þ is the randomly chosen input location, z 247 is set randomly to )1 or 1 (with probability 0.5 each), 248 and determines whether the input is more from the right 249 or left projection. Parameter 0 6 c 6 1 governs the 250 weakness of correlations between the projections. Of 251 course, activity patterns must really be substantially 252 more complicated than just a single Gaussian bump. 
265 In Eq. (4), b P 1 is a parameter governing the strength 266 of competition between the cortical cells. As b ! 1, the 267 activation process becomes more strongly competitive, 268 ultimately having a winner-takes-all effect. This is the 269 same sort of idealisation of the equilibrium patterns of 270 activity in the neural activity model [60] that was 271 adopted to good effect in the definition of the self-or-272 ganising map [30, 31] . We will see that the case of b ¼ 1 273 is quite closely related to a standard non-competitive 274 model [35] . The separation between the competition and 275 cooperation between the output units in Eqs. (4) and (5) 276 is somewhat artificial, since the same cortical connec-277 tions presumably instantiate both. However, it qualita-278 tively captures the outcome of some more faithful 279 activation rules. We consider a Gaussian interaction 280 function follow simi-301 larly. There is an interaction between the upper satu-302 rating value for the weights (taken here to be 1) and the 303 value of X. For instance, if X is too large, then it can 304 become impossible for ocular dominance to develop. 305 Note that only the bottom-up weights are subject to 306 Hebbian plasticity, the intracortical weights defining b 307 and I are either fixed, or are made to change in sys-308 tematic ways (b ! 1, r I ! 0) over the course of 309 adaptation. Note that in models without activity com-310 petition, subtractive normalisation is often considered, 311 because it offers another way to induce the sort of 312 competition that leads to the preferential formulation of 313 ocularity [37] . For this model, in many parameter re-314 gimes, it does not make a substantial difference. 
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323 for all postsynaptic cells. Given the existence of the 324 arbor function, it is most natural to use r The trickiest aspect of the analysis of the sum mode is 359 that the unperturbed initial values of the weights (putt-360 ing g ¼ 0 in Eq. (9)) may not be equilibrium points for 361 the full dynamics. If they are not, then the dynamics of 362 changes to the weights will typically exhibit two time-363 scales, a fast one in which the weights change towards 364 the equilibrium values, and a slower one in which more 365 subtle weight changes such ocular dominance occur. 366
Analysis of the equilibrium values is easy for multi-367 plicative normalisation of the weights. In this case, the 368 equilibrium values of the weights can be found by 369 solving 
378 for a particular width r W that depends on r I , r A , r U and 379 b according to a simple quadratic equation and a value 380 of x that depends on the normalisation constraint. We 381 assume that x < 1, so the weights do not reach their 382 upper saturating limit. Fig. 4(B Remember that the assumption of a continuously 443 sampled system is only an approximation. In the simu-444 lations generating figures such as Fig. 3 , we treat a finite 445 number of neurons N (soã 2 f1=N ; 2=N . . . 1) and cir-446 cular boundary conditions (e.g. the neuron with 447ã ¼ 1=N is considered to be adjacent to the neurons with 448 a ¼ 2=N andã ¼ 1) . This means that the continuum of 449 frequencies such as k and l should be replaced by a 450 discrete, quantised set (k; l 2 f0; 1; 2; 3; . . .g). Further-451 more, although the circular boundary conditions make 452 the system translation invariant (so each unit plays ex-453 actly the same role), it is not a perfect model for an 454 infinitely large system without circular boundary con-455 ditions. In particular, the finite system cannot faithfully 456 represent broad inputs or broad connectivity (i.
473
If this condition is not satisfied, then the flat mode is 474 stable, and topography will not be refined. If this con-475 dition is satisfied, then the flat mode is unstable. Al-476 though the pattern of weights that grows the fastest has 477 k ¼ 1, l ¼ 1 (see Fig. 5(B) ), the terminal pattern of 478 weights (provided that ocular dominance does not form, 479 see the next section) at the peaked, equilibrium, value of 480 r W often has more sharply refined topography ( 
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499 be a qualitative difference between an assumption that 500 the initial arborisation is flat and one that it is even fairly 501 coarsely topographic, at least if there are competitive 502 cortical interactions. The sum mode mostly controls the refinement of 505 topography, whereas the difference mode controls the 506 development and nature of ocular dominance. Given the 507 simple form of inputs adopted, the development of 508 dW À ðã;bÞ follows almost exactly the same equations as that 509 of the sum mode. The development of ocular dominance 510 requires that a mode of dW À ðã;bÞ 6 ¼ 0 grows, for which 511 each output cell has weights of only one sign (either 512 positive or negative). The stripe width is determined by 513 changes in this sign across the output layer. The example 514 shown in Fig. 3 is typical for multiplicative normalisa-515 tion. Fig. 3(C) 1, 2,. . .) . 
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Putting dW À back in terms of ocular dominance, we 615 require that eigenmodes O resembling the modes with 616 n ¼ 0 should grow more strongly than the normalisation 617 makes them shrink; and then the value of k associated 618 with the largest eigenvalue will be the stripe frequency 619 that should be expected to dominate. For the parame-620 ters of Fig. 3 , the case with k ¼ 3 has the largest eigen-621 value--and indeed, note how close the outcome of 622 development of W À in Fig. 3(C) is to this analytically 623 calculated eigenfunction. 624 We are now in a position to make qualitative pre-625 dictions about the outcome of development for any set 626 of parameters, in the face of multiplicative normalisa-627 tion. First, the analysis of the behavior of the sum mode 628 (including, if necessary, the point about multiple equi-629 libria for flat initial topography) allows a prediction of 630 the equilibrium value of r W , which indicates the degree 631 of topographic refinement. Second, this value of r W can 632 be used to calculate the value of the normalisation 633 parameter k þ that affects the growth of dW þ and dW À . 634 There is then a barrier of 2k þ =bc 2 that the eigenvalues of 635 O must surmount for a solution that is not completely 636 binocular to develop. Third, if the peak eigenvalue of O 637 is indeed sufficiently large that ocular dominance 638 develops, then the favored periodicity is set by the value 639 of k associated with this eigenvalue. Of course, if many 640 eigenfunctions have similarly large eigenvalues, then 
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641 slightly different stripe periodicities may be observed 642 depending on the initial conditions. 643
The solid line in Fig. 7(A) shows the largest eigen-644 value of bc 2 O=2 as a function of the width of the cortical 645 interactions r I , for c ¼ 1, the value of r W specified 646 through the analysis of the sum mode, and values of the 647 other parameters as in Fig. 3 . The dashed line shows k þ , 648 which comes from the normalisation. The largest value 649 of r I for which ocular dominance still forms is indicated 650 by the star. For c ¼ 0:5, the eigenvalues are reduced by a 651 factor of c 2 ¼ 0:25, and so the critical value of r I (shown 652 by the hexagram) is reduced. Fig. 7(B) shows the fre-653 quency of the stripes associated with the largest eigen-654 value. The smaller r I , the greater the frequency of the 655 stripes. This and other lines are jagged because only 656 integers are acceptable as stripe frequencies given cir-657 cular boundary conditions. 658 Fig. 8 shows the consequences of such relationships 659 in a slightly different way. Some models consider the 660 possibility that r I might not be fixed during develop-661 ment, but could change from a large to a small value. If 662 the frequency of the stripes is most strongly determined 663 by the frequency that grows fastest when r I is first suf-664 ficiently small that stripes grow, we can therefore ana-665 lyse plots such as those in Fig. 7 to determine the 666 outcome of development. The figures in the top row 667 show the largest values of r I for which ocular domi-668 nance can develop; the bottom plots show the stripe 669 frequencies associated with these critical values of r I 670 (like the stars and hexagons in Fig. 7 ), in both cases as a 671 function of c. The columns are for successively larger 672 values of b; within each plot there are three lines, for 673 r A ¼ 0:0001 (dotted); r A ¼ 0:2 (solid), and r A ¼ 2:0 674 (dashed). Where no value of r I permits ocular domi-675 nance to form, no line is shown. From the plots, we can 676 see that the more similar the inputs, (the smaller c) or 677 the less the competition (the smaller b), the harder it is 678 for ocular dominance to form. However, if ocular 679 dominance does form, then the width of the stripes de-680 pends only weakly on the degree of competition, and 681 slightly more strongly on the width of the arbors. The 682 narrower the arbor, the larger the frequency of the 683 stripes. For rigid topography, as r A ! 0, the critical 684 value of r I depends roughly linearly on c. We analyse 685 this case in more detail below. Note that the stripe width 686 predicted by the linear analysis does not depend on the 687 correlation between the input projections unless other 688 parameters (such as r I ) change, although ocular domi-689 nance might not develop for some values of the 690 parameters. 691 The last aspect of the solutions that bears comment is 692 the effect of the existence of ocular dominance on the 693 topography of the solution. Fig. 9 shows the general 694 pattern of results, in this case using a different set of 695 parameters from those in Fig. 3. Fig. 9(A) shows the 696 final weights from both projections in the same format 697 as Fig. 3(A) . Fig. 9(C) shows the net ocular preference in 698 favor of the right eye for these weights. Each output cell 699 is then characterised by the weighted mean location in 700 the left projection (solid lines in Fig. 9(B) and (D) ), the 701 right projection (dashed lines) and both projections 702 (dotted lines). Fig. 9 (B) shows these mean topographic 703 locations directly (allowing for the wrap-around); 704 Fig. 9(D) shows the difference between these mean 705 locations and a purely linear progression from one end 706 of the output to the other. It is apparent that the 707 topography within a single projection changes most 708 slowly when that projection is dominant, and most 709 quickly when that projection is suppressed. The topo-710 graphic locations within the two projections are equal at 711 the most monocular regions. 
712
We can now continue the analysis of the two special 713 cases we considered above. First, for flat topography, 714 i.e. r A ¼ 1, we saw that there are two equilibrium 715 solutions for r W . For b that satisfies the inequality of 716 Eq. (23), the equilibrium with flat weights r W ¼ 1 is 717 unstable, and development proceeds as in the general 718 case, based on the equilibrium solution with finite r W . 719 However, for the sum mode, the eigenfunction associ-720 ated with k ¼ 1, l ¼ 0 in Eq. (20) 
735 where
737 with eigenvalues (which scale with r A ) of
739 where l ¼ Ið1 þ 2bÞ=bU . This peaks for a stripe fre-740 quency k that satisfies
742 Further, the multiplicative normalisation term k þ 743 becomes
745 The sum mode is uninteresting in the limit of rigid 746 topography, since there is no opportunity for topo-747 graphic refinement. However, ocular dominance will 748 form when the eigenvalue of Eq. (29) is larger than the 749 normalisation term of Eq. (31). 750 One interesting limit for rigid topography is that as 751 b ! 1, i.e. infinitely sharp competition. In this limit, 752 the largest r I such that ocular dominance will form 753 satisfies
755 which is linear in c (as in the rightmost plot of Fig. 8) , 756 and the stripe frequency k that maximises the eigenvalue 757 at the critical r I is Fig. 3(C) ); the lower plots show the average power spectra of the ocularity component. The cortical interactions r I are annealed, and the limit of fierce competition b ! 1 is considered. The same accommodation for the wrap-around topography is used as in Fig. 9 (B). 
